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The idea...
behind our game MoleAR-
lert was to combine the po-
tential and added-value of 
AR with a well-known classi-
cal game called Lemmings 
by Psygnosis.  The player's 
physical involvement contri-
butes to this interactive outdoor AR-Game entertaining 
for all spectators. Traditional AR game approaches have 
been mixed with realtime strategy games to a new 
genre. For the �rst time the player becomes an integra-
ted part of a 3rd person game.

The Moles... 
º   are blind and clumsy
º   walk straight in one direction unless the 

player interacts with them or a game 
element changes their direction

The game map...
º   is devided into 12x12 tiles
º   is covered by di�erent 

game elements 
(start and goal, arrows, hills, 
water and deadly hazards)

The game ends, 
when all the moles...

º   were killed due to hazards
º   reached the goal savely 

the game

Setup:
º   three average webcams (Logitech 9000 pro) and 

computers
º   a video see-through Terminal (server) and two 

Tracking Modules (client) connected via LAN

Tracking:
º   background subtraction algorithm
º   shadowing removal in HSV color space
º   side to side ratio of the bounding box of each person 

determines the gesture
º   detecting markers by histogram 

backprojection

Graphics:
º   an OGRE-application uses a webcam live stream as 

background texture
º   3D-models cast shadows on an invisible plane
º   cylinders cut out concerned parts of the 3D scene at 

the player's position

technical specification

interaction
The concept:
º   the player himself becomes a game �gure
º   playing �eld: size of 10.8 x 10.8 metres on 12x12 tiles
º   oberservation of the game through a stationary 

video see-through
º   a team leader 

directs real players 
around the �eld

º   absence of any 
portable devices  

Steer the Moles by...
º   performing gestures 

(cowering, standing) 
to make the Mole 
build a bridge or 
digg through a hill

º   placing a color marker on a tile to redirect the Moles
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